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The spin transport and spin-to-charge current conversion properties of 
bismuth are investigated using permalloy/copper/bismuth (Py/Cu/Bi) 
lateral spin valve structures. The spin current is strongly absorbed at the 
surface of Bi, leading to ultra-short spin diffusion lengths. A spin-to-
charge current conversion is measured, which is attributed to the inverse 
Rashba-Edelstein effect at the Cu/Bi interface. The spin-current-induced 
charge current is found to change direction with increasing temperature. 
A theoretical analysis relates this behavior to the complex spin structure 
and dispersion of the surface states at the Fermi energy. The 
understanding of this phenomenon opens novel possibilities to exploit 
spin-orbit coupling to create, manipulate, and detect spin currents in 2D 
systems. 
 
Spin-orbit interaction is an essential ingredient in materials and interfaces that 
has been gaining interest in the last years due to the advantages it offers to exploit the 
coupling between spin and orbital momentum of electrons in spintronic devices [1], 
leading to the emerging field of spin-orbitronics [2]. For instance, magnetization 
switching of ferromagnetic elements has been recently achieved with torques arising 
from mechanisms such as spin Hall, Rashba or Dresselhaus effects [3,4]. Of particular 
interest is the spin Hall effect (SHE), which can be used to create and detect a pure spin 
current without the use of ferromagnets or magnetic fields. This is a phenomenon 
appearing in materials with strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC), in which a charge current 
flowing through a non-magnetic material creates a spin current in the transverse 
direction to the charge current [5,6]. Reciprocally, a spin current through a non-
magnetic material creates a transverse charge current, i.e., the inverse SHE (ISHE) [7-
9]. Very recently, a new way of converting spin current into charge current has been 
experimentally reported: the inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect (IREE) [10,11]. This 
phenomenon arises from the spin-orbit splitting in a two-dimensional electron gas 
(2DEG) known as the Rashba effect (Figure 1(a)), leading to the conversion of a 3D 
spin current into a 2D charge current [12]. There are many systems where the surface 
state is strongly spin-orbit split, including metals (a typical example is Au(111), Ref. 
13) and semiconductors with giant SOC, BiTeI and BiTeCl [14,15], although in these 
cases the bulk states usually dominate the conduction. An optimal choice seems to be a 
semimetallic system such as bismuth. 
 
Bismuth in particular is a group V semimetal with an anisotropic Fermi surface, 
where small electron and hole pockets give rise to a low carrier density, n~p~3·10
17
 
cm
−3
, high resistivity (~100 ·cm) and relatively large Fermi wavelength (~30 nm) 
[16]. For thin films, the energy band structure changes. When film dimensions are 
comparable to the Fermi wavelength, a semimetal-to-semiconductor transition is 
predicted [17]. At the same time, metallic surface states are found to gain relevance in 
transport, leading to a 2D confinement of the carriers as recently observed 
experimentally [16]. The strong SOC in Bi and the loss of inversion symmetry at the 
surface produces Rashba splitting of the surface states [18]. For this reason, not only the 
SOC on the Bi surface has attracted a great deal of attention [19], but also surface 
alloying of Bi with other materials has been studied. The largest spin-splitting has been 
found for a silver (Ag)/Bi interface [20,21], however other systems such as copper 
(Cu)/Bi are also expected to manifest a sizeable effect [22]. 
 
 
 
FIG 1. (a) Rashba energy dispersion for a 2D electron gas (2DEG). (b) Schematic representation of the 
detection of the inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect using the spin absorption method, where Cu acts as a 
pure spin current channel. The red (blue) arrows represent the current for spin-up (spin-down) electrons, 
the green arrow represents the 3D spin current (Is) through the Cu and the black arrow represent the 2D 
charge current (Ic) through the Bi metallic surface. 
 
In this work, we study the spin transport properties and spin-to-charge 
conversion in Bi using a lateral spin valve (LSV) structure (Figure 1(b)). By applying 
the spin absorption method [8,23-27], we observe that Bi strongly absorbs the spin 
current and demonstrate a spin-to-charge current conversion in the LSV. The analysis of 
the obtained results leads us to argue that the spin absorption and subsequent spin-to-
(a) (b)
charge conversion do not occur at the bulk of Bi but at the Cu/Bi interface, therefore 
detecting IREE. Moreover, we evaluate the IREE length, which characterizes the spin-
to-charge conversion ratio, as a function of temperature. This ratio exhibits a sign 
change at a certain temperature threshold (~125 K). In order to understand this puzzling 
behavior, we perform a theoretical analysis based on the first-principles band structure, 
which reveals that the strong spin-splitting of the surface states in Bi (111) is 
responsible of the IREE and that the non-monotonic dispersion of such states can 
account for the sign change.  
 
 
 
 
 
FIG. 2. (a) Colored SEM image of two Py/Cu LSVs, the left one with a Bi wire in between the Py 
electrodes and the right one without. The measurement configuration, the direction of the applied 
magnetic field (H) and the materials are shown. (b) Red (blue) curve represents the non-local resistance 
RNL as a function of H at 10 K in a Py/Cu LSV without (with) a Bi wire in between the electrodes. A 
current of Ic=0.1 mA is injected. The corresponding spin signals are tagged as     
   
and     
   , 
respectively. The solid (dashed) line represents the increasing (decreasing) sweep of H. (c) Colored SEM 
image of a typical device to measure the spin-to-charge conversion. The materials (Py, Cu and Bi), the 
direction of the magnetic field (H) and the measurement configuration are shown. (d) Non-local 
resistance RSCC for Bi detected when measuring in the spin-to-charge conversion configuration as a 
function of H at 10 K (blue curve). The spin-to-charge conversion signal is tagged as 2ΔRSCC. A current of 
Ic=1 mA is injected. Inset: RSCC as a function of H at 300 K (red curve). Black solid lines are the sine of 
the magnetization rotation angle (), which serves as a guide for the expected shape of the spin-to-charge 
conversion curve [32]. 
 
We fabricated four samples by multiple-step electron-beam lithography on top 
of a SiO2 (150 nm)/Si substrate, followed by metal deposition and lift-off.  These 
samples consist of two Cu/permalloy (Py) LSVs, each one with the same separation 
(L630 nm) in between Py electrodes. The only difference between both LSVs is that 
one of them has an additional Bi wire in between the electrodes (see Fig. 2(a)). The two 
pairs of Py electrodes were patterned in the first lithography step and 35 nm of Py were 
e-beam evaporated. Different widths of Py electrodes were chosen,  95 nm and  130 
nm, in order to obtain different switching magnetic fields. In the second lithography 
step, the middle wire in between one of the two pairs of electrodes was patterned. 
Afterwards, 150-nm-wide and 20-nm-thick Bi was e-beam evaporated at a pressure of 
110-7 mbar. Since our Bi films grow on top of SiO2, they are predominantly textured 
along the (111) direction [28]. In the third lithography step, the 150-nm-wide channel 
was patterned and 100-nm-thick Cu was thermally evaporated at a pressure of ≤ 110-8 
mbar. Before the Cu deposition, the Py and Bi wire surfaces were cleaned by Ar-ion 
milling to remove the possible resist leftovers and oxide formation. Figure 2(a) is a 
scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of a sample showing the two pairs of LSVs, 
with (left LSV) and without (right LSV) Bi wire. Although the measurements for all 
four samples yield similar results, for the sake of simplicity we will mostly show the 
results obtained for one of them (sample 1). 
  
Non-local transport measurements have been carried out in a liquid-He cryostat 
(applying an external magnetic field H and varying the temperature) using a “DC 
reversal” technique [29]. When a charge current Ic is injected from the Py electrode, a 
spin accumulation is built at the Py/Cu interface that diffuses away along the Cu wire 
creating a spin current. When it reaches the second Py electrode, a spin accumulation is 
built at the Cu/Py interface, which will result in a measurable voltage, V. This V 
normalized to the injected current, Ic, is defined as the non-local resistance RNL=V/Ic 
(see Fig. 2(a) for a measurement scheme). RNL changes from positive to negative when 
the relative magnetization of the Py electrodes changes from a parallel to an antiparallel 
state by sweeping H. The change in RNL is defined as the spin signal,     
   
, which is 
proportional to the spin accumulation at the detector (red curve in Fig. 2(b)). If a middle 
wire (Bi in this case) is inserted in between the Py electrodes, spin absorption into the 
Bi occurs, and thus the detected spin signal,     
   , decreases (blue curve in Fig. 2(b)). 
By normalizing the two different spin signals (    
   
and     
   ) we can define the 
parameter , which is related to the efficiency of the Bi wire to absorb the spin current 
diffusing along the Cu channel. The one-dimensional spin diffusion model gives us a 
relation between  and the spin diffusion length of the middle wire through the 
following equation [8,23]:  
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resistances,          the spin diffusion lengths,          resistivities,         widths 
and        thicknesses of the Bi, Cu and Py, respectively.     is the current spin 
polarization of Py. Since    ,     and      values are well known from our previous 
work [30,31], all the geometrical parameters are measured by SEM and     is measured 
in the same device in which the spin signals are measured [32],       can be directly 
obtained from Eq. (1). This spin absorption (SA) technique has been successfully used 
to measure short spin diffusion lengths in metals before [8,23-27].  
 
From our experiments at low temperature, we obtain a spin absorption ratio of 
 0.140 ± 0.008, which together with the measured Bi=988  cm at 10 K, yields 
Bi=0.050 ± 0.005 nm. However, this value is far from Bi=20 nm obtained by weak 
antilocalization (WAL) measurements in Bi evaporated under the same conditions 
[32,33,34,35]. The same occurs at room temperature, where from the measured values 
of 0.11± 0.04 and Bi=830  cm we extract a spin diffusion length of Bi=0.11± 
0.05 nm. This value is again far from room temperature Bi values reported in literature 
using spin-pumping technique, which range from 8 to 50 nm [11,36,37]. We must stress 
here that WAL and spin-pumping experiments probe the bulk Bi value. However, both 
the room- and low-temperature Bi values that we extract from SA measurements [32] 
are anomalously small, as they are shorter than the interatomic distance of Bi [38], 
evidencing that the spin current is strongly absorbed at the metallic surface rather than 
in the bulk, in good agreement with the unique surface properties of Bi [16].  
 
Once this spin current absorption is confirmed, we can now study the spin-to-
charge current conversion (SCC) in the Cu/Bi interface. For this experiment we use the 
same device in which SA is measured with the configuration shown in Fig. 2(c). Using 
the Py electrode as a spin current injector, a three-dimensional (3D) spin current is 
created along the Cu channel, which will be partially absorbed into the Bi wire. The 
ratio between the injected charge current, Ic, and the spin current reaching the Bi wire, 
Is, is defined as [8,23]:    
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This spin current, Is, that is absorbed into the metallic-Bi surface will be 
converted into a two-dimensional (2D) charge current at the Cu/Bi interface via the 
inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect (Figure 1(b)), as recently reported for a similar (Ag/Bi) 
interface [10,11]. The parameter that relates the 3D spin current to the 2D charge 
current, and therefore quantifies the IREE, is the IREE length,IREE. Although it has 
length units, IREE is actually not a physical length. It can be calculated as:  
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where x is a correction factor that takes into account the current that is shunted through 
the Cu, due to its lower resistivity compared to Bi. x is obtained from numerical 
calculations using a finite elements method (SpinFlow3D software) [25,32]. RSCC is 
the change in non-local resistance (RSCC) that we measure when a magnetic field is 
applied in the configuration shown in Fig. 2(c). As can be seen in Fig. 2(d), by 
increasing the magnetic field, RSCC changes continuously following the magnetization of 
the Py electrode until it gets saturated above the saturation field [8,23-27]. 2RSCC is the 
change in RSCC in between the two saturated regions. 
  
The IREE value that we extract from our measurements (Fig. 2(d)) is 
IREE=0.009         nm (-0.0010           nm) at 300 K (10 K), which is smaller 
than IREE=0.3 nm reported for Ag/Bi at 300 K [10]. It is worth noting that the other 
measured samples (samples 2, 3 and 4) give similar values, showing the reproducibility 
of the effect (Fig. 3(a)). Since the injection process might be substantially less efficient 
for electrical spin injection than for spin pumping experiments [39], our effective IREE 
value is a lower limit. A theoretical estimation of IREE from the expression IREE=R/ħ 
[10,12], where  is the momentum relaxation time as discussed by Shen et al. [12] and 
R is the Rashba coefficient, is not trivial.  R  and  can certainly change a lot from a 
Ag/Bi system to a Cu/Bi system. On the one hand,  should be the momentum 
relaxation time of the metallic surface of Bi, which is not straightforward to determine 
from experiments, as usually bulk  is measured. On the other hand, for the complex 
non-monotonic dispersion of the Bi(111) surface states (Fig. 4(a)) the parameter R 
does not have an obvious physical meaning, and it is not clear which value should be 
ascribed to it in the present experiment. Taking anyway R =0.56 eV/Å as in Ref. [10], 
the momentum relaxation time in our Cu/Bi system is calculated to be  =210-16 s, 
which is about an order of magnitude smaller than the momentum relaxation time 
estimated in Ref. [10] ( =510-15 s). Although it differs by an order of magnitude, it is 
consistent with the electrons being in the Dyakonov-Perel diffusive regime, which 
underlies the calculation of Ref. [12]. 
 
One could argue that the ISHE, and not the IREE, is the responsible mechanism 
to convert spin current into charge current. This would be the case if the spin current 
diffusing along the Cu channel were absorbed by the bulk Bi, instead of the interface. In 
such scenario, however, the spin diffusion length obtained from the SA experiment 
should be much longer, similar to the lengths obtained from WAL [32, 34, 35] or spin 
pumping [11,36,37] measurements. Since this is not the case, the observed discrepancy 
could only be compatible with spin absorption in the bulk Bi by assuming a large spin-
flip scattering at the interface, leading to spin memory loss (SML) [40]. The ratio 
between the spin current absorbed into the Bi wire and the total spin current coming 
from the Cu channel (rSML) can be calculated from the SA-measured and the bulk Bi 
values [32]. rSML must be taken into account when evaluating the ISHE. The spin Hall 
angle, SH, which quantifies the spin-to-charge current conversion due to ISHE in the 
bulk, is then calculated to be |SH|>100% both at 10 and 300 K [32]. This unphysical 
value rules out the possibility of ISHE as the spin-to-charge current conversion 
mechanism in our system.  
 
 
FIG. 3. (a) Temperature evolution of the IREE length of Bi as obtained from four different samples. (b) 
Energy dependence of the spectral current density j
/
E (E) calculated by using s(k||) for n(k||). 
 
Once we have determined the mechanism that converts spin current into charge 
current, we investigate the temperature dependence of the IREE. As can be seen in Fig. 
3(a), there is a change in the sign of IREE between 100 and 150 K. This implies that 
opposite charge currents are created with the same spin current polarization at low and 
high temperatures. The IREE values obtained from samples 2, 3 and 4 confirm that the 
sign change is very robust.  
 
In order to understand this behavior, a careful microscopic analysis of the spin-
resolved surface electronic structure is needed. Let us consider the non-equilibrium 
distribution of carriers in Bi produced by the injection of a pure spin current. The non-
equilibrium carriers are restricted to a close vicinity of the Fermi energy, and the 
probability of an electron state to host the injected electron depends on its probability to 
have the respective spin, ↑ or ↓, in the vicinity of the surface (by controlling the overlap 
between the wave function of the injected electron and the current carrying state). 
 
Following the experimental configuration (Fig. 1(b)), let the in-plane spin 
quantization axis be perpendicular to the induced current direction and consider the 
difference between the current due to spin-↑ and spin-↓ electrons. In a semi-infinite 
crystal, the eigenstates are labeled by the Bloch vector parallel to the surface k||, the 
energy E, and the band number . In a slab calculation, the energy continuum at each k|| 
is approximated by a discrete set of levels. Each eigenstate is characterized by a spin 
value s( k||), which is defined as an integral over a surface region from depth z0 to 
vacuum zV: 
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The spin spectral density for k|| along        and the spin quantization axis 
perpendicular to k|| are shown in Fig. 4(a) (the integration in Eq. (4) is over the 
outermost bilayer). The electric current density j is then a sum of the partial currents 
over all states outside the equilibrium distribution. The contribution of a narrow energy 
interval E around energy E to the non-equilibrium current is j = j/E (E) E, with the 
current spectral density given by the integral over a constant energy contour: 
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where v(k||) is the group velocity, and n(k||) is the deviation of the occupation number 
from its equilibrium value. At elevated temperatures the Fermi distribution smears out, 
and the states below EF become available to the injected electrons, which changes the 
balance of different contributions to the integral and, thus, may change the sign of the 
effect (see Fig. 3(b)). 
 
FIG. 4. (a) k||-projected spin spectral density for k|| along       . The calculation is performed for a slab of 
16 Bi bilayers with the full-potential linear augmented plane wave method [41]. Surface states are shown 
by distinct thick lines, and the bulk states are presented by smearing the slab levels with a Gaussian of 
0.15 eV FWHM. (b) Constant energy contours in the 30 sector of the 2D Brillouin zone for E = 0.02 eV 
(green lines) and E= −0.04 eV (black lines) relative to the Fermi energy. The sign of the spin projection 
s(k||) of the contour is indicated by ↑ or ↓, and the line thickness is proportional to the absolute value of 
the spin projection. The value at the ↑ or ↓ symbol (in arbitrary units) indicates the contribution of that 
branch of the contour to j
/
E. 
 
Let us consider current along the Bi(111) surface in the        direction. Because 
the coefficients n(k||) are not known (they depend on specific features of the injection 
process), for a qualitative discussion let us assume n(k||) to be proportional to the spin 
at the surface s( k||), see Eq. (4). Two constant energy contours for two energies close 
to EF are shown in Fig. 4(b). Although the bulk states at the Fermi level are spin 
polarized at the surface, see Fig. 4(a), the main contribution to the inverse Rashba-
Edelstein effect turns out to come from the surface states. Within the same surface state 
band the net spin projection does not change sign, but the direction of the group velocity 
changes. As a result, the contributions from different k|| regions have different sign, and 
their relative weights vary with energy. The function j
/
E (E) calculated for a 16-bilayer 
Bi(111) slab is shown in Fig. 3(b). The j
/
E (E) curve turns out to be non-monotonic, and 
it changes sign at 0.04 eV below the Fermi energy. 
 
This offers the following hypothetical scenario of the sign change in the inverse 
Rashba-Edelstein effect with increasing the temperature: suppose that in the actual case 
the current spectral density changes sign just below the Fermi level. As the equilibrium 
occupation of the states below EF decreases, they become selectively (depending on the 
spin) occupied by the injected electrons and may produce a current in the opposite 
direction. This may not happen for surface states of the Rashba model because of their 
monotonic dispersion (unless n(k||) show sharp variations), but this may happen for the 
more complicated surface states of Bi(111). The present calculation suggests a minor 
role of the bulk states in IREE, which stems from their low density at EF (semimetallic 
character of Bi). Moreover, both the polarization and the group velocity have the same 
sign for the bulk hole pocket at    and electron pocket at   , so a change of their 
occupation numbers does not explain the inversion of the induced current.  In spite of 
the limitations of the present analysis (that arise from our lack of knowledge of the 
actual structure of the Cu/Bi interface and its k||- and spin-resolved transport properties), 
it suggests a microscopic mechanism of converting spin current into charge current via 
surface states, which possesses the property of changing the sign depending on 
occupation numbers.   
 
In summary, we demonstrate that the Bi metallic surface acts as a strong spin 
absorber. We show that a conversion of 3D spin currents to 2D charge currents occurs at 
such metallic surface by means of the inverse Rashba-Edelstein effect. Moreover, the 
temperature dependence of the IREE features a sign crossover at 125 K, which 
according to our theoretical analysis, arises from a spin structure with non-monotonic 
dispersion of the surface states at the Fermi level. This rich phenomenology of the 
complex electronic behavior of Bi could be further exploited to unveil yet unpredicted 
spin-dependent effects. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL 
 
 
I. Resistivity and spin absorption in Bi as a function of temperature. 
 
The resistivity ( ) of Bi as a function of temperature shows the semimetallic behavior 
expected for Bi, as can be seen in Fig. S1(a). Although the spin absorption ( ) of Bi is 
reported at 10 and 300 K in the main text, it is also measured at intermediate 
temperatures [Fig. S1(b)]. The spin diffusion length (   ) that we would obtain from   
and Eq. 1 of the main text is plotted as a function of temperature [Fig. S1(c)]. 
 
 
Figure S1. (a) Resistivity of the Bi wire as a function of temperature. (b) Spin absorption parameter, 
  
    
   
    
   , as a function of temperature. (c) The spin diffusion length that we would obtain for Bi 
assuming Eq. 1, as a function of temperature. All measurements correspond to sample 1.  
 
 
II. Magnetization rotation of Py  
 
The non-local resistance, RSCC, measured in the Bi wire as a result of the IREE should 
increase with increasing the magnetic field and saturate above the saturation field of the 
Py injector, following the magnetization rotation of the injector. From the anisotropic 
magnetoresistance (AMR) measurements of the Py injector [Fig. S2 (a)], we can obtain 
the angular dependence of the magnetization () with respect to the injected current 
using the well known AMR equation:                    
  (Fig. S2 (b)). Note 
that  is the angle between the magnetization (    ) of the Py and the applied charge 
current (Ic), as sketched in the inset of Fig. S2(b). 
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Figure S2. (a) Anisotropic magnetoresistance of Py at 10 K. (b) Angular dependence of the magnetization 
obtained from :                    
 . 
 
III. Weak antilocalization measurements to extract the spin diffusion length of 
bulk Bi.  
 
Weak antilocalization (WAL) is a phenomenon by which the resistance of a metal with 
strong spin-orbit coupling is changed when applying a perpendicular magnetic field at 
low temperatures [S1]. WAL measurements can be done in 1D, 2D or 3D regimes [S2], 
and fitting the curve to the corresponding equation allows determining different 
electronic lengths. The spin-orbit scattering length (Lso) extracted from WAL 
measurements is directly related to the spin diffusion length () in the following way 
[S3, S4]:  
  
  
 
    .      (S1) 
 
This equation is valid as long as (i) the Elliott-Yafet (EY) mechanism governs the spin 
scattering and (ii) the Fermi surface is isotropic [S3,S4]. The first statement is fulfilled 
for the case of bulk Bi as its crystallographic structure shows inversion symmetry and 
the only mechanism operating in the bulk is therefore EY [S4, S5, S6]. According to the 
second statement, even if the Bi Fermi surface is not fully isotropic, WAL experiments 
have also been successfully performed in other non-monovalent metals, such as Pt [S3]. 
The only implication this may have is that the prefactor that relates Lso to  might not be 
exactly     , however it should not be so different from this value. Therefore, Eq. (S1) 
can be used to estimate the spin diffusion length of bulk Bi from WAL measurements.  
In this work, we have measured WAL in a Bi thin film, which corresponds to a 2D 
regime (i.e., the phase coherence length, Li, is larger than the thickness of the films). In 
this case, a 20-nm-thick film of Bi was e-beam evaporated onto a SiO2 substrate under 
the same conditions than the Bi used for the lateral spin valves. The measured WAL 
signal for the 2D regime (Fig. S3) is fitted by the following equation: 
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where Gsheet is the change in conductivity in the Bi film due to WAL,  is the 
digamma function, and He, Hso and Hi are the elastic, spin-orbit and inelastic scattering 
fields, respectively. These fields are related to their respective characteristic lengths by:  
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By fitting Eq. (S2) to our WAL measurements (see Fig. S3), Lso=23 nm is obtained and, 
therefore, =20 nm can be extracted directly. Our previous results indicate that Lso is an 
intrinsic parameter of our Bi films [S7]. 
 
 
Figure S3. Variation of the sheet conductance for a 20-nm-thick Bi film in a perpendicular magnetic field 
due to weak antilocalization at 2 K. The red solid line is a fit of the data to Eq. (S2).  
 
 
IV. Interface resistance and shunting factor at the Cu/Bi interface as a function of 
temperature.  
 
The resistance of the Cu/Bi interface, ri, was measured as a function of temperature 
using a cross configuration (Fig. S4(a) and inset). This resistance is taken into account 
to obtain the shunting factor, x, using a finite elements method (SpinFlow3D software). 
Note that the shunting factor, plotted in Fig. S4(b) as a function of temperature, is 
crucial for a proper evaluation of the spin-to-charge conversion. 
 
  
Figure S4. (a) Interface resistance of Cu/Bi as a function of temperature. Inset: Schematic representation 
of the measurement set up to determine the interface resistance, ri. (b) Shunting factor, x, calculated using 
SpinFlow3D software. All measurements correspond to sample 1. 
 
V. Calculation of the inverse Spin Hall effect in Bi by considering spin memory loss 
at the Cu/Bi interface.  
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 In the main text, we consider the possibility that the spin-to-charge conversion arises 
from the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE). This would be the case if the spin current 
diffusing along the Cu channel were absorbed by the bulk Bi, instead of the surface. In 
such scenario, the spin diffusion length obtained from the SA experiment (which we 
will call here    
 ) should be much longer, similar to the lengths obtained from WAL 
[S7] or spin pumping [S8, S9, S10] measurements (which we assume here to be the bulk 
value, Bi). Since this is not the case, the observed underestimation could only be 
compatible with spin absorption in the bulk Bi by assuming a large spin-flip scattering 
at the interface, leading to spin memory loss (SML) [S11, S12]. 
 
Therefore, in order to analyze the effect of SML in our system, we have to study the 
behavior of the spin currents and the spin accumulation at the interface. A spin 
accumulation can be quantified by the spin-splitting of the chemical potential S=-, 
where () is the chemical potential for the up (down) spins. The pure spin current 
density (js) associated to the diffusion of the spin accumulation, assuming a one-
dimensional system, can be expressed as [S13]:  
 
    
 
  
     
 
   
    ,                (S4) 
 
where e is the electron mass,   is the resistivity and   is the spin diffusion length. Note 
that the spin resistance, defined here as       , quantifies the tendency of the metal to 
absorb spin currents. 
 
 
Figure S5. Schematic representation of a device and its transverse cut where the Cu channel, an interfacial 
layer and the Bi wire are represented. The interfacial layer is inserted to take into account the spin 
memory loss.  
 
To model our system, let us consider a trilayer formed by Cu|interface|Bi (Fig. S5). 
When the spin current diffusing along the Cu is absorbed into the Bi wire, the spin 
current will go through the interface first. Therefore, when defining the spin resistance, 
we will have to take into account the series resistance (rseries) of the interface (rsi) and 
the Bi layer (rsBi). The spin resistance in a series connection is given by [S12, S13]: 
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where         is the physical parameter governing the SML, and tBi,i and Bi,i are the 
thicknesses and spin diffusion lengths of Bi and the interface, respectively. The 
interface spin resistance, rsi, is related to the interface resistance (Fig. S4(a)), ri, by 
        . 
 
Assuming the SML hypothesis, the spin resistance used in Eq. (1) from the main text 
that accounts for the spin absorption in the Bi wire should be        . We can thus obtain 
the SML parameter,  , by considering                
            
     and Eq. (S5). 
The obtained values are  = 26.93 (4.54) at 10 (300) K. 
 
Once we know  , we can calculate the spin memory loss parameter,     , which is the 
ratio between the spin current absorbed into the Bi wire (  
  ) and the total spin current 
coming from the Cu channel (  
  ): 
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We obtain     = 7.6310
-15
 (2.8710-4) at 10 (300) K. This ratio      should be taken 
into account when estimating the ISHE. The spin Hall angle,    , which is the 
parameter that quantifies the ISHE, can be calculated using the following equation:  
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where all the parameters not introduced here are defined in the main text. We obtain 
   = 3.610
11
 (24.7) at 10 (300) K, which are unphysical spin Hall angles (it cannot be 
larger than 1). Therefore, this rules out the possibility of ISHE in our system.  
 
VI. Hall measurements for bulk Bi as a function of temperature.  
 
In order to characterize the electrical properties of Bi, we performed ordinary Hall 
measurements for a Bi thin film grown in the same conditions as the LSVs and 
patterned into a Hall bar geometry (see Fig. S6(a)). In these measurements, we obtain 
the Hall resistivity, Hall, by measuring the transverse resistance when applying an out-
of-plane magnetic field. The temperature dependence of the Hall exhibits a clear sign 
change (see Fig. S6(b)), surprisingly close to the experimentally observed change when 
studying the IREE.  
 
 
Figure S6. (a) Schematic representation of the measurement set-up to determine the ordinary Hall effect. 
(b) Temperature evolution of the Hall resistivity, Hall, for an external magnetic field of 9T. 
 
However, as the ordinary Hall effect and the IREE are very different phenomena (the 
former does not depend upon the spin structure, and the latter does) a further theoretical 
analysis is needed in order to relate both effects, which is beyond the scope of this 
work. 
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